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Based on the results of numerical modeling we have analyzed the possibility 
and calculated the errors of estimating turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate 
from data of pulsed Doppler lidar. Compared are the accuracies of estimation of 
wind velocity spatial structure function from Doppler lidar data obtained by the 
method of correlation function argument and the method of maximum likelihood. It 
is shown that, when using sufficiently large number of sample data, the relative 
error in estimation of turbulence energy dissipation rate with a pulsed Doppler 
lidar must be below 15$20% at signal-to-noise ratio equal or greater than unity. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Doppler lidars with a pulsed radiation source are 
now more and more widely used to study atmospheric 
processes.1$8 The reason is that these lidars allow 
reconstructing altitude profiles of parameters measured 
with high spatial resolution up to significantly higher 
altitudes than cw lidars. At the same time, the 
problems of accuracy to which turbulent characteristics 
are measured with pulse lidars using different 
processing methods are still open and require further 
research.  

One of the most important characteristics of 
turbulence is the kinetic energy dissipation rate ε. The 
methods of measuring ε in the boundary atmospheric 
layer with continuous lidars are considered in Refs. 9$
13, where the problems of influence of spatial averaging 
over sounded volume on the characteristics of wind 
velocity measured with the lidar and the problems of 
taking into account this averaging in lidar 
measurements of dissipation rate are discussed in great 
detail. This paper is devoted to study of possibilities to 
obtain information about turbulent energy dissipation 
rate from the data of a pulsed Doppler lidar.  

 

2. CORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE 
COHERENTLY DETECTED SIGNAL 

 

When sounding with a pulsed lidar, the signal 
component of photocurrent js measured at the moment t 
can be presented as14,15 

 

js(t) = Re {y(t)}, (1) 
 

where  

y(t) = 2 
e ηQ

hν  
K(R)

R  P1/2
L  ∑

l=1

ns

  P1/2
T  (t − 2zl/c) αl × 

× Q(ρl) exp ⎣
⎡

⎦
⎤2jkzl + 2πj ⎝

⎛
⎠
⎞Δf − 

2
λ Vr(zl)  t  ; 

Q(ρl) = Rλ ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
d2ρW(ρ) A*

L (ρ) ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
d2ρ′AT(ρ′)W(ρ′) × 

× G(ρl, R; ρ′, 0) G(ρl, R; ρ, 0), 
 
ns is the number of scatterers in the atmosphere, R = 
=  ct/2 is the distance to sounded volume, c is the speed 
of light, e is the electron charge, ηQ is the quantum 
efficiency of the photodetector’s sensitive area, hν is the 

photon energy, K(R) = exp 

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎭
⎬
⎫$ ⌡⌠

0

R
dz′αa(z′) , αa is the 

extinction coefficient, AL(ρ) = EL(ρ)/P1/2
L  and 

AT(ρ) = ET(ρ, t)/P1/2
T  (t) =re normalized amplitudes, 

PT(t) = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
d2ρ |ET(ρ, t)|2 and PL = ⌡⌠

$∞

∞
d2ρ |EL(ρ)|2 are the 

sounding and reference beam power, respectively, 

UP = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) is the energy of a sounding pulse, αl 

is the scattering amplitude of lth particle being at the 
point {zl, ρl} (z is the propagation axis), W(ρ) is the 
pupil function of transceiving telescope, G is the 
Green’s function, k = 2π/λ; λ is the sounding radiation 
wavelength, Δf is intermediate frequency, and Vr(z) is 
the radial wind velocity component at the distance z 
from the lidar. 

For the average value of the signal component of 

photocurrent S = (1/2) y(t)y*(t)  from Eq. (1) we 

have14 
 

S = 2 [eηQ/(hν)]2 PSPLηH, (2) 
 

where PS = AR βπ(R) K2(R) cUP/(2R2) is the power of 
signal detected in an incoherent detection mode,  
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AR = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
d2ρW2(ρ) is the aperture area of the 

transceiving telescope, βπ = α2
l  ρc  is backscattering 

coefficient, ρc is the particle concentration, 

ηH = A$1
R  ⌡⌠

$∞

∞
d2ρl |Q(ρl)| 

2  is the heterodyning efficiency. 

Along with the signal component y(t), the lidar receiving 
system records also the photocurrent noise component 
n(t). In the case, when the shot noise due to the random 
character of reference radiation photons capture by 
electrons (the process described by the Poison statistics) 
is the main source of noise, for the average noise power 

N = | n | 2  we have16 
 

N = 2 e2ηQ PLB/(hν), (3) 
 

where B is the receiver bandpass. The expression for 
signal-to-noise ratio SNR = S/N can be presented as 
 

SNR = ηQηHPS/(hνB). (4) 
 

The parameter SNR is the average number of 

photoelectrons detected coherently for the time ∼ B$1 
(Ref. 17). 

From the sequence of photocurrent pulses recorded 
with lidar we can go to the complex signal 

 

Z(mTS) = (1/ 2) y(t + mTS) + n(mTS), (5) 
 

where TS = B$1 is the time of complex signal recording. 
The signal Z(mTS) obeys the relations 
 

Z(mTS)  = Z(mTS)Z(lTS)  = 0;  
 

Z(mTS)Z*(lTS)  = SKy(mTS, lTS) + Nδml,  
 

where Ky is the correlation coefficient of the complex 
value of signal (this coefficient is obtained by averaging 
the function y(t + mTS) y*(t + lTS) over all random 
medium parameters except for wind velocity), δml is the 
Kronecker symbol (δml,m=l = 1, δml,m≠l = 0). 

Separation of Doppler frequency fD from the 
measured sequence Z(mTS) can be done only within the 
Nyqist range [0.1/TS]. Having come from Z(mTS) to 

Z(mTS) exp [$ 2πjΔfmTS]/ N and taking 
Δf = 1/(2TS), with regard to the Doppler relation 
VD(R) = (λ/2)fD, we obtain that the estimation of the 
radial wind speed VD(R) is within the 
range[−λ/(4TS), λ/(4TS)]. After such a transformation, 
from Eqs. (1)$(5) for the correlation function of the 

complex signal Bz(mTS, lTS) = Z(mTS) Z*(lTS)  we 

have the following expression: 
 

Bz(mTS, lTS) = SNR 2 / cUP × 
 

× ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dz′ P1/2

T (mTS $ 2z′/c) P1/2
T  (lTS $ 2z′/c) × 

 

× exp ⎣
⎡

⎦
⎤j 

4π
λ  (l $ m) TSVr(R + z′)  + δml. (6) 

 

In the case of homogeneous wind Vr = const and 
Gaussian shape of sounding pulse  

 

PT(t) = (UP/ πσ) e$t2/σ2
, (7) 

 

where σ = tP is the pulse duration determined from the 

equation PT(tP) / PT(0) = e$1, we have15,17 from 
Eq. (6) 

 

Bz(mTS, lTS) = Bz((m $ l)TS) =  
 

= SNR exp {$ [(m $ l)TS/(2σ)]2 $  
 

$j (4π/λ) (m $ l)TSVr} + δml. (8) 
 
3. ESTIMATION OF THE RADIAL WIND 

VELOCITY 
 
There are several methods for estimation of radial 

wind velocity VD(R) from the measured sequence 
Z(mTS), where m = 0,1, ... , M$1. Considered below are 
two estimation methods: the correlation function 
argument (CFA) method and the maximum likelihood 
(ML) method. 

 

3.1. Estimation of the radial wind velocity by the 
correlation function argument method 

 

When using the CFA method the velocity is 
estimated as18 

 

VD(R) = λ arg [B̂z(TS)]/(4πTS), (9) 
 

where B̂z(TS) = 
1

M $ 1 ∑
i = 0

M − 2

 Z(iTS) Z*((i + 1)TS) is 

unbiased estimate of the correlation function of signal 
with time shift TS. Let us find the value of such an 

estimate Bz(TS)  = (M $ 1)$1 ∑
i=0

M$2

 Z(iTS)Z*((i + 1)TS)

. The conditions M >> 1 and tP >> TS allow us to come 
from the sum on i to integration in time and, based on 
Eq. (6), to obtain the expression: 
 

Bz(TS)  = 
SNR
UP

 ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) 

1
τ × 

× ⌡⌠
$τ/2

τ/2
dt ′exp ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤j 

4π
λ  TSVr(R + 

c
2 (t + t ′)) , (10) 

 

where τ = MTS. Let the velocity estimate obtained with 
the use of Eq. (9) satisfies the inequality 
$λ/(8TS) < VD(R) < λ/(8TS), then VD(R) can be 
presented as  
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VD(R)= 
λ

4πTS
 arctan 

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

⎭⎪
⎬
⎪⎫⌡⌠

$∞

∞
dtPT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′sin ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤4π

λ  TSVr(R + 
c
2 (t + t′))

⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dtPT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′cos ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤4π

λ  TSVr(R + 
c
2(t + t′))

  + Ve(R), (11) 

 
where 

Ve(R) = 
λ

4πTS
 arctan 

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

⎭⎪
⎬
⎪⎫Im[B̂z(TS) Bz(TS) *]

Re[B̂z(TS) Bz(TS) *]
   (12) 

 
is the error of velocity estimate due to signal 
fluctuations and noise. To simplify the first term in 
Eq. (11), let us introduce a small parameter 
μ(t + t′) = (4π/λ) TS[Vr(R + (t + t ′) c/2) $ Va(R)], 
where Va(R) is the velocity value closest to values Vr 
within the sounding range, expand numerator and 
denominator into a series over this parameter, 
restricting ourselves to the second-power terms  
 

⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′ sin(β + μ) ≈ 

≈ ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′ [sinβ + μcosβ $ (1/2) μ2sinβ]; 

⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′cos (β + μ) ≈ 

≈ ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′[cosβ $ μsinβ $ (1/2)μ2cosβ], 

 
where  
 
β = (4π/λ) TSVa(R). Having imposed the condition 
 

⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′ μ(t + t′) = 0, (13) 

 
we come to the expression  
 
VD(R) = Va(R) + Ve(R), (14) 

 
then having solved Eq. (13) we have for Va(R) 
 

Va(R) = 

1
UP

 ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dt PT(t) 

1
τ ⌡⌠

$τ/2

τ/2
dt′ Vr ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤R + 

c
2(t + t′) .   

  (15) 
 

Equation (14) is valid, if the inequality  
 

σ2
r $ σ2

a << λ/(8TS) (16) 

holds true, where σ2
r = <[Vr(R) $ <Vr(R)〉]2> and  

σ2
a = <[Va(R) $ <Va(R)>]2> are the variances of 

radial wind velocity at a point and averaged over the 
volume sounded, respectively. Condition (16) is true 
practically always. 

In the case of a Gaussian pulse (7), it follows from 
Eq. (15) that:  

 

Va(R) = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dz′ QS(z′) Vr(z′), (17) 

 
where 
 

QS(z′) = 

1
τc ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤erf ⎝

⎛
⎠
⎞2

cσ (z′ $ R) + 

τ
cσ  $ erf ⎝

⎛
⎠
⎞2

cσ (z′ $ R) $ 

τ
cσ    

 (18) 
 

is the function describing spatial resolution, 

erf(x) = (2/ π) ⌡⌠
0

x

 dξ e$ξ2 

is the probability integral. 

The function QS(z′) is the maximum at z′ = R and  

⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dz′ QS(z′) = 1. Having defined the longitudinal size 

of the sounding volume Δz by the expression for  

 

Δz = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
dz′ QS(z′)/QS(R) = Q$1

S (R), 

we have from Eq. (18) that 
 

Δz = 
cτ
2 /erf(τ/2σ). (19) 

 
Calculations by Eq. (19) show that at σ = 120 ns 

and TS = 20 ns, M = 16 (τ = 320 ns) the value 
Δz = 51 m. Approximately the same result follows from 
the estimate of longitudinal size of the volume sounded 
by the QS(z′)/QS(R) decrease to half maximum. It 
should be noted that for the same values of the 
parameters σ and τ the estimate of Δz by equation 

Δz = (ln2)1/2“σ + “τ/2 (Ref. 5) gives the value 79 m, 
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that is about one and a half times greater than Δz  
estimate by Eq. (19). 

 
3.2. Maximum likelihood method 

 
Estimation of VD(R) velocity by maximum 

likelihood supposes the construction of a logarithmic 
likelihood function L(V) from the measured values 
Zm = Z(mTS) and determination of the value 
V = VD(R), at which L(V) takes its maximum. 
Neglecting the random character of wind velocity, the 
recorded signal Zm can be considered as a nonstationary 
(due to wind inhomogeneity: Vr(z′) ≠ const) Gaussian 
process. For a Gaussian process the function L(V) can 
be presented as19,20,17 

 

L(V) = $2Re
⎣
⎢
⎡ 

 
∑

m=0

M$1

 
⎝⎜
⎛

⎠⎟
⎞∑

l=0

M$m$1

 Zl Z *
l+mΛl,l+m  exp⎝

⎛
⎠
⎞$j 

4π
λ  VTSm ⎦

⎤
 

 

+ 

 

+ ∑
m = 0

M $ 1

   |Zm|2 Λm,m + ln(detΛ) $ M lnπ, (20) 

 

where Λ = {Λm,l} = B$1
z  is the inverse correlation matrix, 

Bz = { | Bz(mTS, lTS) | }. In this paper for Bz(mTS, lTS) 
we used Eq. (8). The estimate of VD(R) obtained in 
such a way can, by analogy with Eq. (14), be presented 
as a sum of radial wind velocity Va(R) averaged over 
the volume sounded and error in the velocity estimate 
V (R) due to fluctuations of the scattered wave and 
noise.  

A more detailed analytical consideration of the 
CFA and ML methods proves to be possible only in a 
limited case M → ∞. Therefore further analysis was 
done using numerical modeling of lidar signal and its 
processing. 

 
4. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE SIGNAL 

 
Signal was modeled by the following scheme.21,22 

The propagation path of a Gaussian sounding pulse was 
divided into nL thin layers, and signal mTS recorded at 
some time moment was considered as a sum of 
contributions from all these layers and noise 

 

Z(mTS) = 
⎝
⎛

⎠
⎞SNR

2 π
 
Δp
p   

1/2

 ∑
k=0

nL

 a(k + ml) × 

 

× exp 

⎩
⎨
⎧
− 

1
2 ⎝

⎛
⎠
⎞ Δp 

p

 2

 ⎝
⎛

⎠
⎞ nL 

2  − k

2

 $ 

 

⎭
⎬
⎫

− j 
4π
λ  mTSVr(Δp(k + ml))  + 

1

2
 nm, (21) 

 

where Δp is layer depth, p = σc/2; l = [cTS/(2Δp)]. 
The number of layers nL in modeling was taken equal 

to nL = [4 2p/Δp]. To obtain random values of 

Z(mTS), Eq. (21) was used for generating independent 
complex random values a(k) and nm with real and 
imaginary parts distributed according to the Gaussian 
law with the zero mean and unit variance, as well as 
real random values of wind velocity Vr(Δpk). The 
values Vr(Δpk) were obtained from the spectrum of 
unit complex (Gauss) white noise by multiplying its 
components by coefficients meeting the spectral density 
of turbulent fluctuations of wind velocity in the 
atmosphere  
 

Sr(i) = ⌡⌠
$∞

∞
 dr <V

~
r (R + r) V

~
r(R)> e$2πjir,  

 

where V
~

r = Vr $ <Vr>, and by applying the inverse 
Fourier transform. In the results calculated below we 
used the Karman model23 for Sr(i)  
 

Sr(i) = 2σ2
r LV/[1 + (8.43 i LV)2]5/6, (22) 

 

where LV  is the integral correlation scale of wind 
velocity (outer scale of turbulence). At high frequency 
iLV > 1, the spectral density Sr(i) obeys the 
Kolmogorov$Obukhov law24 
 

Sr(i) = 0.0375 CK ε
2/3 i$5/3, (23) 

 

where CK ≈ 2  is the Kolmogorov constant, ε  is the 
turbulence energy dissipation rate. From Eqs. (22) and 

(23) we have the relation between ε, σ2
r and LV in the 

form  
 

ε = 
1.887

C3/2
K

  
σ3

r
LV

 . (24) 

 

Signal was modeled for λ = 2 μm, σ = 120 ns, 
TS = 20 ns, and Δp = 0.3 m. In this case p = 18 m, 
nS = 340, and l = 10. 

 
5. ESTIMATION OF THE TURBULENT ENERGY 

DISSIPATION RATE 
 
In order to analyze the possibilities of lidar 

sounding of dissipation rate ε, let us consider the 
structure function of the Doppler estimate of the 
velocity: 

 

D(r) = E {[V
∼

D (R + r) − V
∼

D(R)]2},  
 

where V
∼

D = VD − <VD>;   E{A} = < A >. 

Taking into account that Va(R) and Ve(R) are 
independent,5,22 the structure function D(r) can be 
presented as 

 

D(r) = Da(r) + De(r), (25) 
 

where Da(r) = <[V
∼

a (R + r) $ V
∼

a(R)]2> is the spatial 
structure function of the radial wind velocity averaged 
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over the volume sounded, D (r) = E {[V
∼

 (R + r) $ 

$ V
∼

(R)]2} is the structure function of the error in the 
Doppler velocity estimate. In the case of a Gaussian 
sounding pulse, we have for Da(r), from Eq. (15), that 
 

Da(r) = 2⌡⌠
$∞

∞
 di Sr(i) H(i) [1 − cos(2πir)], (26) 

 
where 
 

H(i) = exp 
⎩
⎨
⎧

⎭
⎬
⎫

$ 
1
2 (πcσi)2  ⎣

⎡
⎦
⎤sin(πcτi/2)

πcτi/2  

2

 (27) 

 
is the transfer function of low-frequency spatial filter. 
In the inertial interval of turbulent inhomogeneities 
scales r << LV, in Eq. (26) we can use Eq. (23) for 

Sr(i), so in this case Da(r) ∼ ε2/3.  
The structure function D (r) can be presented as  
 

D (r) = 2[σ2
e $ B (r)], (28) 

 

where B (r) = E {V
∼

 (R + r) V
∼

 (R)} and σ2
e = B (0) 

are respectively the correlation function and the 
variance of error in the Doppler velocity estimate. 
Numerical analysis shows that integral scale of the 
correlation of this error at Le ∼ Δz, and at r >> Δz the 

function De(r) = 2σ2
e. 

Thus, it follows from Eqs.(25)$(28) and (23) that 
at 

 
Δz << r << LV (29) 

 
D(r) is described by the asymptotic formula 
 

D(r) = CK ε
2/3 r2/3 $ D0 + 2σ2

e, (30) 
 

where 

D0 = 0.15 CK ε
2/3 ⌡⌠

0

∞
 dii$5/3[1 $ H(i)]. (31) 

 

Then, for estimating the dissipation rate ε̂ we obtain  

ε̂ = 
⎣
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎤D̂(r2) $ D̂(r1)

(r2/3
2  $ r2/3

1 ) CK
  

3/2

, Δz ≤ r1,2 << LV, (32) 

 

where D̂(ri) is the estimate of the velocity structure 
function, i = 1, 2. If the condition  
 

CK ε
2/3(r2/3

2  − r2/3
1 )  >>   [E {[D

∼
(r2) $ D

∼
(r1)]

2}]1/2  
 

is true, then for the variance of relative error in 

turbulence energy dissipation rate estimate σ2
ε = 

= E{[(ε̂ $ ε)/ε]2} we can find the asymptotic 
expression from Eq. (32): 

σ2
ε  = 

9
4  [CK ε

2/3(r2/3
2  − r2/3

1 )]$2
 E {[D

∼
(r2) $ D

∼
(r1)]

2}, (33) 

 

where D
∼

(ri) = D̂(ri) $ D(ri), i = 1, 2. 

Assuming that the structure function D̂(ri) is the 
result of averaging of na square differences of Doppler 
velocity estimates obtained during the measurement 
time in the given sounding section along z′ axis and 
considering the condition (29) is true (sounding 
altitude ε is high), for the relative error σε we obtain 

 

σε = 
6

CK ε
2/3 (r2/3

2  $ r2/3
1 )

 
σe

na
 × 

 

× ⎣
⎡

⎦
⎤σ2

e + 
CK

2  ε2/3 (r2/3
2  + r2/3

1  $ 
9
10 (Δz)2/3)  

1/2

. (34) 

 

Then it follows that at ε = 10$3 m2/s3, 
Δz = 50 m, r1 = 100 m, r2 = 400 m and σe = 1 m/s, to 

obtain the estimate ε̂ with 20% error, one needs to use 

na ≈ 3500 points for averaging when estimating D̂(ri). 
When measurements are performed in the ground 

atmospheric layer or at low altitudes of the boundary 
atmospheric layer, the outer scale of turbulence LV may 
be comparable with the longitudinal size of the volume 
Δz sounded, and the condition (29) will not hold true. 
In this case the parameter ε should be estimated from 
the results of measuring the function22 
 

DP(r) = E {[V
∼ (1)

D (R + r) $ V
∼ (2)

D (R)]2}, (35) 
 

where superscripts (1) and (2) denote the velocity 
estimates from responses to two subsequent sounding 
pulses. In this case the pulse repetition frequency must 
be sufficiently high for the condition of frozen 

turbulence, to hold V(1)
a (R) ≈ V(2)

a (R). Then we can 

take V(i)
D  ≈ Va(R) + V(i)

e (R) where i = 1, 2. Taking 

into account that Va(R), V(1)
e (R) and V(2)

e  are 
independent, from Eq.(35) we have  
 

DP(r) = 2σ2 + Da(r). (36) 
 

As follows from Eq. (36) that DP(0) = 2σ2. 
Let us introduce Δr = cTS/2 for the distance 

between two velocity estimates (for TS = 20 ns, 

Δr = 3 m). The estimate ε̂ can be obtained from solution 
of the set of equations (the least squares method):  

 

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

∂ρ0(α, β)

∂α  = 0,

∂ρ0(α, β)
∂β  = 0,

 (37) 

 

where  
 

ρ0(α, β) = ∑
m=0

M′
 [D̂P(mΔr) $ α2 $ β2Fa(mΔr)]2; (38) 
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M′Δr << LV, D̂P(mΔr) is the estimate of function (35), 

α = 2 σ̂e; β = (σ̂)1/3; Fa(mΔr) = Da(mΔr)/ε2/3 is 
the function described by Eqs. (26), (27), and (23). In 

this case one should take only real (at α2 > 0 and 

β2 > 0 non zero) solutions of the set (37). 
 

6. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL MODELING AND 
DATA PROCESSING 

 
Numerical modeling of signal was done for a 2-μm-

wavelength pulsed Doppler lidar with σ = 120 ns and 
TS = 20 ns at different values of signal-to-noise ratio, 
SNR. Separate random values of radial wind velocity 
with zero mean (<Vr> = 0) were modeled at an 
interval LR = 2048.Δp = 614.4 m at Δp = 0.3 m. The 
velocity Vr was modeled for the case of Karman 
spectrum (22) with σr = 1 m/s and LV = 150 m. In 
this case, according to Eq. (24), the turbulence energy 
dissipation rate ε = 4.45.10$3m2/s3.  

For a separate pulse, under the assumption that 
the pulse is within the range ΔLR on the interval 
[0, LR], 64 values of the complex signal Z(mTS) were 
modeled, from which at M = 16 (τ = 320 ns, 
cτ/2 = 48 m) 49 values of velocity VD were estimated 
by CFA and ML methods. Under the assumption that 
the pulse repetition rate is 10 Hz, we supposed that at 
every subsequent pulse the range ΔLR shifts at a 
distance 0.9 m with respect to distribution of random 
wind pattern along the sounding path. For the outer 
scale of turbulence LV = 150 m, this corresponds, 
under the assumption of frozen turbulence, to about 
15 s time of radial velocity correlation. One pattern of 
wind Vr with a selected length was used for 350 shots. 
Presented below are the results, for every 1000 Vr. 
patterns were modeled. Total number of VD estimates 
obtained using each estimation method (CFA and ML) 
was: 1000 × 350 × 49 = 1.715 . 107. In the case of low 
SNR, to obtain the stable statistical characteristics, 
even a greater number of sample data was used. 

Figure 1 shows the results of calculation of the 
functions D(r), DP(r) and D=(r) by modeling at 
SNR = 100 (symbols) and calculation of D(r) and 
D=(r) by Eq. (26) (solid and dashed curves). Here, the 
closed triangles, squares and circles are for the data 
processed with CFA method, while the open triangles, 
squares and circles are for the data processed using ML 
method. Triangles are for DP(r), stars and circles are 
for D(r), and squares are for D=(r). Curves 1 and 2 
correspond to calculations of the structure function of 
the velocity measured at a point for Karman spectrum 
(22) (solid curve) and for Kolmogorov spectrum (23) 
(dashed curve).  Curves 3 and 4 show the D=(r) 
calculation by Eq. (26) taking into account averaging 
over the volume sounded. Comparing the curves 1 and 
2 (or 3 and 4) one can see that for the data presented 
the length of turbulence inertial range rin, where this 
curves must be closed, is limited by about 50 m, i.e. it 
is comparable with longitudinal size of the volume 

sounded rin ≈ Δz. Therefore, to estimate the turbulence 
energy dissipation rate, we used the algorithm (37), 
(38). Discrepancy between the curves 1 and 3 
illustrates the influence of spatial averaging of radial 
wind velocity over the volume sounded. 

 

 
 

FIG. 1.  Functions D(r), DP(r), and D=(r).  Curves 1 
and 2 are for calculation of the structure function D(r) 
for velocity measured at a point for the case of 
Karman (1) and Kolmogorov (2) spectra; curves 3 and 
4 are for calculation of structure function D=(r) by 
Eq. (26) for the same spectrum models, respectively;  

, Δ $ DP(r);  , 9 $ D=(r); *,  $ D=(r); , , * 

$ CFA method; Δ, 9,  $ ML method. 
 

One can see from Fig. 1 that the variance of the 

error in the velocity estimate σ2
 = DP(0)/2 for the case 

of CFA method is greater than for ML method. It is in 
agreement with the known results.17 With increasing r 
the difference between DP(r) and D(r) vanishes that is 
due to decreasing level of correlation between the errors 
Ve(R + r) and Ve(R). Figure 2 shows the results 
calculated for correlation coefficient of velocity estimate 
errors Ke(r) = [DP(r) $ D(r)]/DP(0) by Eqs. (25), 
(28), and (36) at different SNR. One can see that the 
effective scale of the correlation between the errors 
~ Δz = 51 m, and it decreases with decreasing SNR. 

According to the data from Fig. 1, the calculations 
of D=(r) by Eqs. (26), (27), (22) and on the basis of 
modeling with the use of CFA method for wind 
velocity estimation give, as was shown earlier,22 the 
same result within a wide range of SNR values (up to 
SNR = 1). At the same time, the structure function 
D=(r), calculated with ML method has, in comparison 
with the results of calculation, underestimated values. 

As a result, the dissipation rate estimate ε̂, obtained by 
solving the system of equations (37) with the use of 
Eqs. (26), (27) and (23) for Fa(mΔr), should have 
been biased (regular underestimation). Figure 3 shows 
the structure functions D=(r) obtained with the use of 
CFA and ML methods at different values of signal-to-
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noise ratio. Dashed curve is here for the asymptotic 

D=(mΔr) = ε2/3Fa(mΔr), where Fa(mΔr) is used in 

Eq. (38) when estimating ε̂. It is seen from Fig. 3 that 
with a decrease in SNR the difference between D=(r) 
obtained in different ways decreases and, consequently, 

the bias of error ε̂ in the case of ML method must 
become smaller.  

 

 
 

FIG. 2. Correlation coefficient for the error of wind 
velocity estimate.  $ CFA method; 9 $ ML method; 
SNR = 1000 (1), 100 (2), and 10 (3). 
 

 
 
FIG. 3.  Structure function D=(r).  Dashed curve is for 
calculation by Eq. (26) for Kolmogorov spectrum;  $ 
CFA method;  $ ML method; SNR = 10 (1), 100 (2), 
and 1000 (3). 
 

The modeling results at small values of SNR 

demonstrate the impossibility to obtain ε̂ estimate with an 

acceptable accuracy from the function D̂P(r) measured in 
real time without the use of special procedures of data 
processing. Figure 4 shows, as an example, the 
distribution functions of the probability density PV(VD) 
of velocity estimates by ML method (curve 1) and CFA 
method (curve 2) at SNR = 1. It is seen that CFA 
method gives a more diffuse distribution as compared to 
ML method. For the case of CFA method at homogeneous 
wind Vr = const Ref. 25 presents the asymptotic equation 
for PV(VD). When using the ML method, the function 
PV(VD) is well approximated by Gaussian distribution 
(it is shown in Fig. 4 as dashed curve), that describes, 
according to the terminology used in Ref. 17, the 
distribution of œgoodB velocity estimate, on a uniform 
pedestal, being the distribution of œbadB (or obviously 
false) velocity estimate.  

 
FIG. 4. Probability density function for the velocity 
estimates by ML method (curve 1) and CFA method 
(curve 2); dashed curve is for the Gaussian 
distribution. 
 

The obtained arrays of VD estimates allow us to find 
the probability density PV(VD) and to separate the range 
of velocities VD with center at the maximum value of 
PV(VD). In our case, optimal is the velocity range from 
$5 m/s to +5 m/s. Then, in order to cut off the œbadB 
velocity estimates, the estimates VD, not falling within 
this range, were discarded. Taking into account that VD 
values are used for calculation of the spatial function 
DP(mΔr), Eq. (35), data corresponding to a pair of 
neighbor shots, where at least one value is out of the 
above range, are all discarded. Such procedure of data 
filtration has certainly a disadvantage that data become 
less in number, especially when using CFA method. 

Nevertheless it leads to a more accurate estimate of ε̂ than 
that when using all (including œbadB) estimates VD,  
including the case of applying œincoherentB averaging. 
We used the described procedure at SNR ≤ 10. 

From the obtained large data array of VD values, we 

estimated the function D̂P(mΔr) by varying the number 
of shots from 350 to 17500. For the pulse repetition rate 
of 10 Hz  it corresponded to averaging time T  from 35 s 
to 1750 s ≈ 30 minutes. Then, with the use of thus 

obtained ε̂ values, we calculated the dependence of 
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relative error in the dissipation rate estimate σε on the 

time of averaging T. The relative error in calculation of 

σε itself was below 10%. Figure 5 shows the dependences 

of σε (in per cent) on the averaging time T for estimating 
the velocity VD by ML method (a) and CFA method 
(b). As seen, the error σε decreases monotonically with 
increasing T in the considered range of averaging time, 
with the exception for the cases described by curves 1  
 

and 2 in Fig. 5a. Here the saturation to certain levels 

takes place because of the bias resulting from ε̂ estimation 
with ML method in the case of large SNR (due to 
incorrect set of the function Fa(mΔr) to fit the Eq. (38)). 
The large error σε observed in the case of CFA method at 
SNR = 1 (Fig. 5b, curve 5) is due to a significant œlossB 
of data after applying the filtration procedure described 
above. 
 

 
 a b 
FIG. 5. Relative error in estimate of the turbulence energy dissipation rate as a function of averaging time using 
ML method (a) and CFA method (b) for SNR = 1000 (1), 100 (2), 10 (3), 5 (4), 1 (5). 

 

Figure 6 shows the error σε as a function of signal-
to-noise ratio with the averaging time T = 30 min.  

 

 
FIG. 6.  σε vs SNR for 30-minute averaging time; ML 
method (1), CFA method (2). 
 

As follows from the figure, to estimate the 
turbulence energy dissipation rate in the case of high 
SNR ≥ 5, CFA method gives better results, while at 
SNR < 5 the best result is achieved by ML method. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
Thus, in this paper for the case of a small, in 

comparison with the outer scale of turbulence, 
longitudinal size of a lidar volume the asymptotic 
formula (34) was derived, that allows one to estimate 
the size of statistical sample needed to reach given 

accuracy of estimate of turbulence kinetic energy 
dissipation rate from pulsed lidar data. It is shown that 
the method of wind velocity estimation by argument of 
correlation function gives smaller error at large values 
of signal-to-noise ratio, while the method of maximum 
likelihood works better at low SNR. It follows from 
the results of numerical modeling that, at a sufficiently 
great number of sample data, the relative error in 
estimate of turbulence energy dissipation rate with a 
pulsed Doppler lidar must be no greater than 15$20% 
at SNR ≥ 1. 
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